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1) Benchmarks — what is the city’s recent ranking performance in terms of global firms, connectivity, diversity,
range of cultural assets, immigrants, visitors?
On the global stage, the Seattle metropolitan area is known as a regional capital in America’s Pacific
Northwest, an important gateway to Asia, and a hub for the aerospace and high-tech industries. Seattle’s
eight Fortune 500 headquarters, including global firms like Microsoft, Costco, and Starbucks, dominate the
9
regional economy.
Seattle is not included on fDi’s Cities of the Future overall rankings for North America, which measure the
future economic prospects of global cities. But in that same publication Seattle does rank first on economic
potential, sixth on human resources, third on business friendliness, first on infrastructure, and fifth for quality
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of life amongst North American cities with a population between 250,000 and 750,000. On measures of
global firm connectivity, Seattle was measured a “Beta”—or sixth-tier—global city by researchers at the
Globalization and World Cities Research Network based on connectivity to multinational advanced services
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firms. Seattle also houses a large container port, an international airport, and a research university – the
University of Washington. These three assets situate it as an important node in the global flow of goods,
people, and ideas, respectively.

2) Narrative – the city’s journey into and through globalization. What kind of economic and development trajectory
has it taken? What has changed over time?
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Seattle’s transformation from a struggling industrial city in the mid-20th century to a global innovation hub is
one of America’s globalization success stories. Seattle’s economic history is a story of industry booms and
busts – the rise and fall of the Klondike Gold Rush in the late 1890s, lumber throughout the late 19th and early
20th century, and shipbuilding during World War I.
In 1910, Bill Boeing founded the Boeing Company, which would come to dominate the Seattle regional
economy for the remainder of the century. Seattle boomed during the post-World War II era, but between
1970 and 1971 Boeing cut its workforce by more than half, from 81,000 to 37,000. Seattle’s recession was
famously summarized by a billboard that read, “Will the last person leaving Seattle—turn out the lights.”
However, Boeing eventually recovered, and even after relocating its headquarters to Chicago it remains the
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largest private employer in the metro area and anchors Seattle’s world-beating aerospace cluster.
Other than Boeing and its founder, the most important firm and person in Seattle’s history are easily Microsoft
and Bill Gates. Seattle’s struggles in the late 1970s meant it was not the obvious location to found the most
important technology company of the 20th century. Nevertheless, Gates and co-founder Paul Allen’s desire to
be nearer their Seattle-based families drew them back to the region in 1979 from New Mexico. Microsoft soon
became the anchor of a vibrant information technology cluster, which eventually drew in firms like Amazon
and helped spawn startups like Expedia and RealNetworks. Gates’ post-Microsoft creation and stewardship of
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the world’s largest and most internationally focused philanthropy, has
also furthered the region’s global engagement.
One of the most highly educated workforces in the country – 37 percent of the population has a bachelor’s
degree – partly a product of the University of Washington, helps support these information technology firms
and similar clusters in biotechnology and life sciences that make Seattle one of the most innovative and
13
productive regions in the country.

3) Elements of international and global orientation - In what ways is the city globally connected and relevant?
What sort of trade patterns does it exhibit?
First and foremost, Seattle is a globally relevant metro area because it is a global leader in aerospace and
software. Aerospace, in particular, dominates Seattle’s trade profile, accounting for over $16 billion in exports
in 2011, 57 percent of the region’s total. Overall, exports account for 14 percent of Seattle’s gross
metropolitan product, the 16th-highest share among the top 100 metros. Following aerospace, Seattle’s
largest export categories are travel and tourism (7 percent of total exports), business services (6 percent) and
royalties (6 percent).
Seattle’s Pacific Northwest location makes it a natural trade partner for Canada, China, and Japan, its first-,
third-, and fourth-largest export markets, respectively. The Port of Seattle is among the top 10 container ports
14
in the United States, with products valued at $33.4 billion crossing its docks in 2009.
Seattle also attracts and integrates international immigrants. Seventeen percent of its population is foreignborn, with half of these residents arriving from Asia – the fourth-highest percentage of any metro area in the
15
United States after San Francisco, San Jose, and Detroit. The demand for knowledge workers by the
region’s stable of innovative firms, research institutions, and universities disproportionately attracts high-skill
16
immigrants; 38 percent of Seattle’s foreign-born population has at least a college degree. The University of
Washington looms large as an international connector. In 2011, 18 percent of the freshman class at the
17
University of Washington came from abroad (11 percent from China alone), up from 2 percent in 2006.
There are over 13,100 international students in the Seattle metro area, the 10th-largest population of all U.S.
18
metro areas.

4) To what extent is the city’s international dimension inherited or intentional?
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Seattle’s international dimension evolved through a combination of happenstance followed by intentional
global engagement. Its geographic location on the Pacific Ocean, like many West Coast cities, solidified its
role in global trade and logistics, most prominently through the Port of Seattle. The economic emergence of
Asia has only amplified Seattle’s importance as a gateway for trade and investment to large metro economies
like Shanghai, Beijing, and Tokyo.
While the origins of Seattle’s comparative advantage in trade were inherited, its business, civic, and
government leaders have also intentionally leveraged those strengths. The business community, led by large
firms, actively partners with government and civil society to boost the region’s competiveness through
workforce development and education initiatives. Organizations like the Trade Development Alliance for
Greater Seattle promote the region’s international interests, particularly in Asia. Their trade missions and
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global trips ensure Seattle’s leadership class remains aware of emerging trends and opportunities abroad.
The other pillar of Seattle’s global engagement – its status as an international innovation hub – was not a
product of any one purposeful strategy. The region’s pervasive sense of entrepreneurialism, with roots in
speculative industries like gold and timber, certainly played a role, but so did happenstance. Seattle’s two Bills
– Gates and Boeing – came to the region because of family ties and the lumber industry, respectively. The
software and aerospace clusters, now the two economic engines of the regional economy, began because
these two brilliant innovators happened to be in Seattle.
Regardless of the seemingly random beginnings of these two clusters, Seattle has continually worked to
protect them and build new ones through the intentional strategies like those led by the Prosperity
Partnership, the region’s leading economic development coalition. These strategies can be statewide, as with
the two statewide trade associations – the Aerospace Futures Alliance (AFA) and the Washington Clean
Technology Alliance (WCTA) – or more localized initiatives such as the Building Efficiency Testing and
Integration (BETI) Center and Demonstration Network aimed at commercializing new products and
20
technologies.
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